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«They are Amongst Us» by Marwa

When I was a kid my mom was the best imaginary friend I had. Except she was real.
When my teeth started changing, I knew there was no TOOTH FAIRY, but I enjoyed
the money that came out of it. if I had a 1000 L.L I was considered rich, I could buy the
expensive juice box. And keep the other half so I could enjoy my one day of fame with
my classmates.
First graders are cruel man! Fame can drive you insane, so as usual I hid my tooth
under the pillow. You know the deal especially the tooth fairy, me and her are old
acquaintances, but then I had this brilliant idea of kidnapping the tooth fairy and
extorting her for money. I was dazzled by my own awesomeness. I was not going to
hurt her maybe we can be friends too, after I get the money.
First, I needed bait, toothpaste! I rubbed on my fake beard; I was a wild kid, so nothing
is too high for ME huhuhu. I waited for her to come, as I pretended to fall asleep, I
saw mom walk into my room and put the money under the pillow, it was obvious…
That mom was an undercover tooth- fairy. They are amongst us, it took mom a week
to convince me otherwise, mainly because I pulled on random people shirts to see if
they have fairy wings.

When I was a kid, I had a dream I wanted to be a lawyer,
one day our teacher asked, “what do you want to be
when you grow up?” So, I jotted down my answer on a
wrinkled piece of paper that I had kept in my pocket and
placed it in her hand as if I just entrusted her on my most
precious possession. She opened the paper read it out
loud, then she scuffed and looked at me; “stop lying”
she said.
My lips trembled “am not” I naively objected. She looked
at me, held my hand “you are a Palestinian, Palestinians
don’t get to be lawyers”.
I cried all day long and skipped lunch. I only had my Oreos
as I stuffed them in my mouth aggressively muttering
and mumbling. I wanted to share them with her, but now
she was missing out on MY Oreos. As I stumped my
feet to the ground that could not even make the slightest
satisfying noise because mom had not taken off my
socks off for me.
Now that I think about it, she was the only person that
said the cold hard venom of a truth. A Palestinian cannot
represent the defendant in court. I cannot do surgeries
on my own either, I cannot work in a public school, nor
can I own my pharmacy nor have my own house. in
other words, I do not own my dreams I have limits, thus
boundaries, thus restraints that are not even mine.
I was a big fan of Star Wars, so I remember I used to
imagine the death star approaching the earth. And then
the well-known boss music plays of the one and only
Darth Vader as he has an epic battle with Luke Skywalker
over who gets his mac burgers first. While I intensely sip
on my juice box and plan the destruction of the world
after my nappy.

“Cat-shaped ice cream”, by Zeinab

Memories are easily awakened from their long hibernation through scents or string
endings that can be easily followed... Moreover, memories can be places too.
Landmarks, vivid in a certain part of our brain, with a quite easy access. No need
to rack our brains for most of them. They may come at random, or we may go on a
scavenger hunt after them sometimes.
In order to please my inner child that has been buried in deep somber and ignorance;
I have sparked an equally deeply buried memory coming back from when I was
seeing the world through innocent lenses, when my heart was way lighter and truly
nonchalant. This may sound silly to some, but the memory I chose my inner child to
feast upon was of when I used to giddily rush down the stairs and buy a cat-shaped
ice cream.
Back when the world was a way safer place, that little children can step on the hot
concrete of the streets and fully live their childhood, till the last extent, not worrying
about the dark, rough hands that may sneak in on them and snatch their happiness
or innocence away. Such horrid acts rarely existed back in those day. So, I used to
sprint down the stairs whenever boredom pounded at my door, taking each step at
a time, impatiently waiting to grasp and hold the cold treat of happiness and sheer
sweetness with my little fingers.
The shopkeeper must have memorized my order, for I do not remember getting
anything other than that chocolate covered cat-shaped sweetness. This time I rushed
while ascending the stairs, too scared that the happiness would melt away, pounded
on the door, then ate it happily. My own shield from sizzling in the summer heat...
It is the simple and small moments that may bring joy to the child
deep in our hearts. Learning to cherish them is one of the 100 keys to happiness.
Have you claimed yours?

“My Time Machine”, by Maryam

Sitting alone thinking of these good old days. When I think of my * childhood I say
BEHHH!?!, how silly I am. Every birthday I wish having a TIME machine seriously
still!?! Because I feel like I was drunk. Everybody remembers your childhood except
you. So, I need to travel backward a little. Here we go 1.2.3 goo... I see when I was
five, I believed that the sun is chasing us. Mostly I get in front of the fan and make my
own robotic voice. Yeah, we all did this right? This is everyone›s admission. OMG, I
am seeing everyone›s ambition «KING AND QUEEN CHAIRSSS».
I have always made two mountains of chairs. Then it will be the coronation party for
the KING AND QUEEN and our kingdom is our bedroom. I also used to wait my teeth
to fall so I can put it under my pillow to get money from the tooth fairy. But as soon
as, I grow up a little I depend on our Moroccan tradition. It said that I should throw
my teeth outside the window and say:(YA SHMYSA KHODY SIN ALHIMAR WAETNY
SIN ALGHAZAL) this is in our language but in English ;»My dear sun, take Donkey`s
tooth and give me Gazelle one «. And at the end of the day; my feet should be dirty,
messy hair, and beautiful sparkling eyes. Not matter what your age is live your life like
a child and do not waste your time. Thinking about the past if it`s painful. “Do not
forget to live love life”. This is my motto of life.

“The Red Swing”, by Reem Kteich

A few memories from my childhood seem so vividly fresh and honest that my mind
clings to them and saves all the little details. One of the most engraved memory is
the red swing in our backyard. During summer Times, I used to sit on the swing while
observing the surrounding crops in the little field next to us, our huge palm tree that
supported the swing, and the neighborhood›s cute cats. That was a big enjoyment,
I observed and listened to the beauty of my surroundings. But as time progressed, I
closed my eyes and I swung even higher to the sky, the light breeze of summer made
me feel more alive.

“Our best memories”, by Reem Kamar

Childhood It is she who carries with her the most beautiful memories of a memory of
her existence for years. Those things that we did for the first time, the places we visited,
and the values that we learned all this during that time in childhood. My childhood
memories were beautiful. I remember how I used to play with my father or how I
fell asleep in my mother›s lap. My first memories in school and childhood friends. I
remember my first drawing, the first bike ride and the first fall. Those experiences are
the ones that made my childhood. My childhood memories are the most beautiful thing
to mention.

“The Flashmemory which is always attached to the brain and close
to the heart! by Ruba

These beautiful, pure, honest childhood memories are the ones which are saved in
a flash memory and get attached to my brain once I get alone in night times while
being in bed. I have photos showing a nice place I growled in and used to go there in
spring-summer vacation time with my parents (Saudi Arabia). We used to hang out
with neighbors and close friends to the park, playground, sea, rivers. And used to
ride bicycles, play slides, and rusted swings that used to make such sound that every
time I remember it; it seems like the past had changed it to an amazing music. I still
remember those days deeply; cool breeze, sunset, bees buzz, bird tweets, butterflies
and ladybugs around you even colorful white pinkish flowers... Oh what nice days full
of happiness, joyful, hopeful, energetic, hyper feeling that when I remember it
tickles my heart and make me laugh proudly :)

